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David Woolley completed his season at the Bristol Renaissance Faire
without incident, playing Swordsman Guido Crescendo, repeating his
role at the Ohio RenFaire through October before returning to his
teaching duties for Columbia College's newly-founded theater program.
Matt Hawkins is currently preparing domestic violence to be executed
by deaf and signing actors for Steppenwolf 's upcoming ?ibes.
Nick Sandys will instruct Transformer-sized performers in the
refinements of passionate murder for the Lyric Opera's Otello , whlle
preparing his one-man holiday show, Charles Dickens' The Bells, at

Gregory Zelchenko
Zoe Quan

John Tovar foliows up his assignment doing homocentric fights for
About Face's production of The Pride with men-in-drag catspats for
Ken Ludwig's Leading Ladies at Buffalo Theatre Ensemble.
Christopher M. Walsh will play the role of Abraham in The Crownless
Klng, House Theatre's second installment in its lron Stag King Lrilogy.
Rick Sordelet is billed as the "flight director" for the touring company
of Flashdance, but is currently teaching Harry Groener how to swash
buckles for Chicago Shakespeare's Cyrano de Bergerac.
Greg Poljacik recently repeated the seemingly-impossible task of
staging the entire battle of Gettysburg on Lifeline's 28 X 30-foot stage
for the Civil War epic, The Killer Angels (first accomplished by Ned
Mochel in 2004).
Ryan Bourque will do a beanbag turn-but with swords-playing Valvert
in Chicago Shakespeare's Cyrano de Bergerac, before designing boybattles for Steppenwolf 's l,ord of the Flies.
Libby Beyreis is cunently sidelined from the Babes With Blades while
recovering from knee surgery.
Richard Gilbert & Victor Bayona, aka R & D Choreography, just
finished more of their trademark gore-and-grit for Profiles Theatre's
rural-noir /n God's Hat.
Alex Farrington isthe resident fightchOreographer for Dark Flumour
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CALL FOR COPY
Moulinet: An Action Quarterly now has its own website! Log
onto it at www.actionquarterly.com
WE WANT YOUR STORIES ! Our goal is to bring you news,
information and anecdotes on the topic of stage combat. We can't
do it without your contributions, so tell us what you want to know
or what you think we should know. Got some fighting words?
Send them to Moulinet: An Action Quarterly.
ARIICLES, INTERVIEWS, FEATURES - 300-1000 words.
Reviews - 100-300 words. Mail all submissions to MOULINET,
P.O. Box 392, La Grange, Illinois, 60525 or e-mail to
fightingwords@hotmail.com (include ground-mail address and/or
telephone number) Payment in copies. All rights retum to

the authors.

DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE IS October 31,2013
ADVERTISEMENTS - $5 for 1-25 words, $10 for 26-50 words. (Boxes,
graphics, etc., $10 with camera-ready copy.)

a

and theatre

critic, contributing regularly to Windy Ciry Times and the website

Remy Bumppo.
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Mary Shen Barnidge is an award-winning freelance writer
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A Terrific Combat!!! , edited by Tony Wolf, with

a forward
by William Hobbs. Published by Lulu Press. A refreshingly
entertaining compilation of documented and anecdotal commentary
on theatrical combat from 1900 to 1920, by the cultural fight
consultant for the Inrd of the Rings film trilogy. For further
information and to order, log onto www.lulu.com
Renaissance Men: The True Story of the Hanlon-Iees Action
Theater, DVD documentary by Kevin Leeser, starring the stunttroupe whose debut in 197'7 became the prototype forAmerican
Renaissance Faire jousts to this day. For ordering information, log
onto www. 3alarmcarnival.com
Sword of Hearrs, DVD film by Sword And Cloak Productions.
A swashbuckling tale of adventure and intrigue in the style of l/re
Three Musketeers, filmed on the grounds of the Bristol Renaissance
Faire and Stronghold Medieval Retreat, starring Kathrynne Ann
Rosen, Zach Thomas, Amy Harmon and Travis Estes. For order
information, log onto www.swordandcloak. com.
Welcome To Reality, DVD by Lokean Productions. What happens
when a group of fantasy-gamers enlist the aid of a Medieval
History scholar to embark on an adventure in l0th-century ltalyas it really was? For information, log onto www.CreateSpace.com
or e-mail lokean @ gmail.com.
THE GALLERY BOOKSTORE at 923 West Belmont Ave.

has back issues of Moalinet: An Action Quarterly. They are now

also available online through Advanced Book Exchange, Gallery
Bookstore Ltd. inventory number 060 (Abe@Abebooks.com).
Price, $4 per issue. For further information, phone William
Fiedler at Gallery Bookstore (773) 975-8200 or e-mail;
ChgosOldst @ voyager.net

GOLDEN GUNS AND OTHER
WEAPONS OF MASS DISTRACTION
Sometimes it's the fire extinguisher concealed
inside the dragon puppet that's supposed to spray
steamy breath on cue. Other times, it's the spudgun
decorated with construction paper to look like a
blunderbuss for the Thanksgiving pageant. Or the
antique pistol that the owner assured you had be6n
disabled. Or the sharpened switchblade that the
director selected ("Oooh, I like that shiny onel").
It might even be the glowing cigarette that a hero
with really good aim employs as an attack weapon
in an alley fight, or an old-fashioned hatpin on a
dark Victorian street. Sooner or later, every violence
designer has his own story of the weapon that
commanded attention its every onstage moment.
"Audiences always like surprise weapons,"
observes Nick Sandys, "like the long-saw we used
in a Romeo and Juliet set in the Dust Bowl region,
or the poisoned Bible in The Duchess of Malfi.
The script calls for it-it's what kills poor Julia-but
you can use it later for the fight between Bosola and
the Cardinal."
In action-oriented shows, novelties beyond the
standard-issue sword canes can often,heighten
the shocks and knocks. For Will Kern's Kid Sister,
performed in the tiny storefront Profiles alley-space,
Rick Gilbert and David Gregory commissioned a
grisly set of pruning shears equipped with doublejointed blades for the purpose of giving the villain
his comeuppance barely six feet from the audience.
Sometimes the actor's size amplifies the visual
impact of his chosen armament, as with the chains
brandished by the 6-foot-plus Christopher Walsh in
Defiant Theater's Cloch,vork Orange. "They were
these heavy ones that I picked out myself at Home
Depot and they looped from my wrists to the floor,,,
he recalls, "In the beginning, I hit my own head a
few times swinging them around. I ended up wearing
them wrapped around my forearms, so with a flick
of the wrist, I could uncoil them to full length with a
nice heavy 'clunk' as they touched ground.,,
Just as often, the sheer risk entailed by a weapon
can etch it in a fight designer's memory: Greg
Poljacik remembers the show where he was given
a five-foot-tall twelve-pound double-bladed battle
axe "that was sharp! And I was supposed to hand
it off to a little kid! Even after I dulled the blade
edges, I still wouldn't let the kid hold it-I could just
imagine him dropping it on his foot, or lopping off a

leg on the backswing. That show had a lot of junk
pieces in it, but that axe tops my list of ridiculous
fight implements."
Even SAFD Fight Master David Woolley has
gone out on a limb in pursuit of spectacle. "For a
Three Musketeers back in the 90s, we brought in
eleven black powder pistols for the ambush sceneincluding two 5O-caliber dueling pistols, two
double-barreled pistols and a blunderbuss-looking
thing. On a good day, only one of, the guns misfired.
Looking back on it, we probably violated all the fire
codes in the city. I hope the statute of limitations
has run out...."
Then there are the weapons that are just plain fun!
Rick Sordelet, while insisting that he tries to stay
away from scene-stealing weapons, cites a Partisana spear with parrying flanges attached to its head,
dubbed "the hooker" by his then-five-year-old sonthat began as a pole-weapon built by Tom Fiocchi in
1984 for a Rutgers University Romeo and Juliet,but
after many years, was fitted with a scythe-handle and
converted into a gladiatorial weapon.
The famous my-kingdom-for-a-horse scene in
Richard III twice provided inspiration for David
Blixt. In one production, Richard, after having had
'his horse shot out from under him, enters carrying his
saddle (custom-made to accommodate his disability),
which he then uses as a shield during the groundfights. More complex is the sequence in the Michigan
Shakespeare Festival's Richard, beginning with
Catesby's axe-fronted, spike-topped and hook-backed
halberd losing its pole handle in the course of
the battle, only to later reappear as a right-hand
weapon utilized by a temporarily swordless Richard
in conjunction with a leather flail held in his left.
What do you do, however, when your play is
Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo, featuring such
fantastical elements as flying topiary animals, the
ghost of a dead tiger-oh, and a gold-plated Desert
Eagle .44 caliber semi-automatic pistol.This
"midas gufl," as one critic called it, is first looted
by American troops during the invasion on Saddam
Hussein's palace, then passed from one owner to
another-but remaining, at all times, untarnished,
loaded and ready to fire.
Clearly, a hand-held pistol that looks big enough
to mount on the back of a truck is no ordinary
"Weapons R (Js" theatrical hardware. Matt Hawkins
agrees, "It is a very big gun. It is the biggest gun I,ve
ever handled."

Lookingglass [Theatre Company] actors are
renowned for their inexperience with baliistics,
sometimes going as far as needing to be shown the
location of the triggers, making safe operation of this
prop not something to be tpken casually. "There's no
ammunition in the gun when the characters are
struggling for possession of it. We load it only for
the two scenes where it's fired. Even then, there's a
little powder-flash that shoots out of the banel with
this kind of firearm, which is why we never point the
gun at another person-it's always aimed off-line or
down the aisles. Then all the actors have to worry
about is where the spent shell will land,"
Regarding the difficulty in finding a stageworthy
sidearm with such a surface, Hawkins reported,
"Lookingglass got the gun from a props and weapons distributor called The Specialists Ltd. They had
already built one for the New York production of
Bengal Tiger, so it was available and ready for
rental." Asked if any playgoers expressed a desire to
buy one, Hawkins laughs, "I haven't heard of anyone inquiring."
No matter how extensive a show's arsenal,
responsibility for its effectiveness ultimately lies
with the people handling the instruments of
aggression. As satisfying as it may have been for
Gilbert and Gregory to arm a Nutcracker's Mouse
King with four-foot calipers-whose threat the rodent
warrior first demonstrates by reducing some
hardshelled filberts to powder, before pulling the
handles apart into nunchucks-in the end, says
Gilbert, "It's really the actors that make things scary
or funny. Nothing else should be taking focus."

RTCHARD III
fight design by Alex Farrington
The conceptual metaphor is irresistible! There's
this motorcycle gang, you see, whose emblem is a
white rose, as opposed to the red rose of the rival
gang. These are embroidered on their vests along
with patches identifying the wearers by such names
as "York" and "Gloucester." Our villain evidences no
disability initially, but instead sustains his injuries
gradually over the course of his career. The battle on
Salisbury Plain echoes with the roar of a thousand
Harleys, and when Richmond's aide asks what's to
be done with the dead Richard's mutilated body, he's
told "Aaah, bury it under the parking lot!"

However novel its conceit, executing it in the
basement bar of a single-wide Chicago tavern dating
from just after the Great Chicago Fire of 1871
presents problems not encountered in bona fide
theaters, whether indoor or on-the-green. Audience
seating is restricted to a single row of benches and
hassocks ranged around the room's perimeter, while
the playing area is an alley barely wider than a pair
of bowling lanes, running front-to-back the length of
the building-definitely not a safe environment for
slashing broadswords or spraying blood.
Alex Farrington's first solution is to set off a
corner cubicle with translucent curtains to represent
the Tower where Clarence and later, Richard himself, are executed in semi-shadow. The second is to
restrict the rough stuff to arm's-length maneuvers
like smacks, throttles and beat-downs (a head-slam
off a table can seem real even at a viewing distance
of three feet if you don't see it coming). Finally,
blood-bags are likewise released close to bodies, so
that their contents pool out onto the floor, where a
trio of weary barmaids tread forth to mop it up like
Macbeth's weird sisters in half-aprons.

CORIOLANUS
fight design by Ryan Bourque
The problem with Shakespeare's so-called
"political plays" is that the nuances of government
slicksters swapping carefully-shaded repartee in
17th-century English can be as incomprehensible to
us as to our war-hero-turned-senator. Face it, deeds
speak louder than words-when Caesar is stabbed, we
know exactly where each of his cronies stands on the
matter-but what ascertains that we know who's who
and what's what for every minute of this production
is The Hypocrites' integration of violence into the
very fabric of the dramatic action, with physical
contact indicating relationships as much as verbal
declaration.
Under Ryan Bourque's inventive choreography,
commonplace shoves and buffets exchanged affectionately between friends, or inflicted scornfully on
lessers, cue us to the perpetrators' sentiments, as
does the humiliation of a mother's slap to her son's
face. Another kinetic metaphor has a field officer
rallying his weary troops by, literally, beating his
own chest until his followers start to beat their own,
in rhythm with their leader.
The one-on-one clash of Coriolanus and Aufidius
early in the play represents the most original use of

violence as communication, however. The opposing
generals first spar with combat knives, then wrestle
hand-to-hand, their full-body grapples gradually
assuming an erotic subtext introduced by Aufidius'
words of admiration for his foe following the battle.
As the play continues, their warrior's bond grows
stronger, so that when the moment arrives for
Coriolanus to deliberately invite his own execution at
the hands of his fickle betrayers, the mob strikes the
first blows, but the coup de grAce, with the dagger
couched in a tearful embrace, is the final gift delivered
by his comrade-in-arms.

SHE KTLLS MONSTERS
fight design by Chuck Coyl
The formula that propelled last year's Hit The
WalI! to the top spot in Steppenwolf's Garage seriesloud music, copious violence and a strong social
message-also sold out the entire run of eui Nguyen,s
She KiIIs Monsters only days after its opening and
drew masses of critical attention to the hithertoobscu.re Buzz22 theater ensemble.
The violence is precipitated by a large part of the
action occurring within the parameters of the interactive role-play game, Dungeons and Dragons. The
social rnessage revolves around the shared fantadies
that offer escape to ostracized teenagers bullied by
their peers. In the game-plan that the deceased sister
of our questing pilgrim has left behind, her friends,
disabilities are transformed into superpowers, while
neglectful boyfriends are apostro phized as sucking
jello-molds and cheerleaders are depicted with
bloody mouths.
Our bereft protagonista's education as she makes
her way through her sibling's imagined world
mandates not only an abundance, but a variety, of
fighting-styles, crafted by Chuck Coyl with the
panache expected of a former SAFD president.
What every serial-combat epic must eventually
deliver, however, is a full-throttle through-thewindshield final showdown.
The adversary for this one is a five-headed
dragon, replicated by a 20-foot LED-eyed stickpuppet taking up most of the stage space, whose
operation requires the participation of everybody in
the cast not actively bent on its destruction. The
victory is not easy-the multicephalic reptile, who
bobs and weaves with the flexibility of a Chinese
New Year parade-float, doesn't die quickly-but its
defeat consistantly brought all-ages-and-income
audience members to their feet in hearty endorsement of the heroine's triumph.

BREWED
fight design by Richard Gilbert and
Victor Bayona
The custom of the clan in Scott Barsotti,s shivery
tale of family strife is to settle their frequent disputes
by means of hand-to-hand combat-a premise making
for a variety of scraps and scuffles reflecting a
domestic violence dynamic (i.e. rough stuff inflicted
to subdue or repel, with no overt homicidal intent),
but the key to our allegory lies in the term,,Life
Support"-in this case, represented by a medieval-era
cauldron that the siblings must tend every minute of
the day and night to keep their crippled baby sister
from dying
This metaphor readily explains why the stakes
are raised with the arrival of a stranger who hints that
the disabled youngster might not need her kin's
round-the-clock attentions. A nurturing elder sister
employs physical contact to calm the child's terror
at such a prospect, but when the outsider attempts
to do likewise, the hitherto-meek invalid snaps the
usurper's neck, killing her instantly.
It doesn't stop there, either. Once the idea of
escaping their caregiving obligations has been
introducbd, anothei. sister builds a mechanical device
capable of doing the labor previously assigned the
family members. Then, when a set of homemade
prosthetic legs allow the formerly wheelchairdependent sibling to compete on, literally, an
even footing with her peers, it triggers a series of
increasingly macabre injuries to the household
members now free to pursue their individual goals.
These culminate in a deadly showdown as the
coddled family favorite defends her status with a
tooth-and-claw savagery that co-fight directors
Richard Gilbert and Victor Bayona render wholly
distinct from the earlier sporting matches.

INCIDENT ON RUN I2I7
fight design by John Moran
It's one of the most reliable premises in Western
Literature: an assortment of people find themselves at
close quarters on a stagecoach in the Old West,
aboard ship on the Spanish Main, huddled in a bomb
shelter during or after the apocalypse, lost in the
woods on a camping trip, etc. There they are besieged
by hostile agents, forcing them to set aside their
individual differences to repel their common enemy.
The bunker in this morality fable is a tempo-

rarily-halted subway car. Its passenger list encompasses the expected urban types-a painter in coveralls
and a sleepy vagrant-as well as the unexpected, like
the affluent couple absorbed in imminent parenthood
and their cell phones. There isalso a fifth rider who
disembarks early in the pliy after issuing a warning
against hoodlums menacing innocent citizens, so
we are fully prepared for the worst when a pair of
rowdies on their way to a drug deal invade the train.
The factor making this play succeed where
the recent 25 Saints failed lies in Moran's focus on
style over substance. This doesn't mean that the
violence is merely decorative, or that it lacks overt
motivation-not with audience witnessing the carnage
from barely two feet away-but that it recognizes the
irrelevancy of complex psychological analysis in a
literary genre where the goal is sensationalistic
thrills. You will find no Stanislavski swagger to
unravel the strings connecting one violent attack to
the next in an attempt to leave us with the impression
of a plot, when all that is truly needed to conclude
the bloodbath is a reduction in the number of
potential victims.

THE PRIDE
fight design by John Tovay

,

,

A play about gay Londoners during the repressed
1950s that doesn't include an ambush by hostile
hooligans would seem to have little use for a fight
designer, although the single arm's-length slap
executed in one scene would be sufficient to earn
John Tovar his playbill credit. Ah, but when the
slappers are also bodice-rippers, the savvy director
calls in a combat choreographer.
The term "iove scene" once referred to a simple
hug and kiss, with both partners engaging in
struggles no more severe than that of who gets to
face the audience. Nowadays, exhibitions of Mad
Pash are likely to involve gymnastics more akin to
tournament wrestling. In this case, the romantic
scenario is modeled on rape-not the stranger-danger
kind, but the play-acting variety shared by partners
within long-term intimate relationships. (Just to be
sure that we know the difference, the play first
acquaints us with the inept-hustler version of this
fantasy scenario).
The hazard potential is still evident even when
dealing with brutality more verbal than physical,
however-body parts can get snagged in disheveled
clothing, take-downs can lead to lopsided landings,
and even bear-hug grapples risk propelling the lip-

locked participants into the furniture. Fortunately,
Tovar has drilled his actors to ballroom-dancing
precision, thus ascertaining that both move in
synergy belying their abusive words, and lending a
new meaning to the term "Safe Sex."

JULIUS CAESAR
fight design by Libby Beyreis
Every high school sophomore forced to read
Shakespeare's Julius Caesar knows that Brutus is
the last one of the senators to stab his boss. Why
else would the old man-and isn't Caesat always
played by an old man?-cry "et tu, Brute," whether
conveying resignation to his favorite surrogate
son's betrayal or daring the younger man to take out
his mentor?
Ah, but the all-female Babes With Blades
Theatre Company's production, having already
secured our suspension of disbelief, permits fight
designer Libby Beyreis to deviate from tradition
further by not only playing Caesar as a mature'
though hardly enfeebled-war veteran, but permitting
him to repelhis first two attackers, dropping his
guard only when he finds himself facing a Brutus
poised with dagger drawn to strike the first blow.
This radical interpretation implies that
Brutus, right up to the last minute, had in his grasp
the opportunity to stop the assassination-or at least
circumvent the deadly plot through his dissension.
Caesar's death, therefore, is not ascertained until
after he sustains his first wound, his initial injury
then allowing the other regicidal conspirators to
close in on him. This unusual choreographic choice
renders meaning to the later declaration of Brutus'
betrayal as "the unkindest cut of all."

BEAR SUIT OF HAPPINESS
fight design by Alexander KnaPP
Staging a savage beat-down with audience seated
only eight feet away from the fracas is a commonplace occurrence in this city of storefronts, but
this time, the stage itself is likewise barely eight
feet square, putting the assailants almost literally
toe-to-toe for a fight precipitated, ironically, by one
of them not wanting the other to get too close.
Fortunately, Columbia College alumnus
Alexander Knapp has absorbed David Woolley's
famous inventory of tricks for battles executed in
confined quarters. Shoves and punches are restricted

to upper bodies, the larger of the combatants throwing the smaller to the floor at first opportunity,
where he can then deliver covered-kicks initiated
from upstage and, like the period on the end of the
sentence, finish with a big crotch-kick to his supine
victim's groin launched in profile well downstage.
It's not easy to hide the pulled impact, but since
the mauling is fueled more by panic than premeditated hostility, its intent to repel, rather than injure,
renders the diminished force plausible-especially
when the recipient of the attack has been heard to
issue invitations to abuse (as in "Hit me! Go on-hit
me!") and thus may well be prepared for the outbreak
of violence.

FIGHT JEFFS REWARD SWEAT
OVER SWORDS
For most of Z}l2,hardly a week went by when
you couldn't see a Ryan Bourque fight onstage
somewhere in Chicago, beginning with Hit The WaII!
at Steppenwolf in February and continuing through,
among other titles, Oedipus El Rey at Victory Gardens, The Butcher of Baraboo at Red Orchid, Diary
of a Horse Dreamer at Mary-Arrchie, and into 2013
with 25 Saints for Pine Box and Reverb at Redtwist.
Prevailing wisdom may have once dictated that the
collective eye of the Joseph Jefferson Awards committee was most easily caught by bludgeoning them
with hirand-run dazzle in a single production, but
Bourque's surprise nomination made a clear-cut case
for steady exposure over a whole season. If they keep
seeing your name in the credits at every play they
attend, something has to stick.
The Jeff Committee non-Equity branch,s recognition of fight design for The Hypocrites, production
of Coriolanas also breaks with precedent in that the
martial spectacle that so impressed the judges
involved relatively little brandishing of weapons,
its highlight being instead a one-on-one showdown
between the Roman general of the title and the leader
of the enemy troops. As staged in the Hypocrites
production with audience seated in ringside proximity, however, daggers soon give way to body-blows
and grapples, the pair of them closing in combat
sweaty, brutal-and undeniably erotic (think Alan

Bates and Oliver Reed's

jujitsu

in Ken
Russell's Women In Love).
Of course, a nod from the JeffCom requires more
than a simple beefcake wrestling match, particularly
in a season that also featured such potential fightdesign contenders as The Monument, Brewed, The
Iron Stag King, Princes of Waco and a motorcyclegang Richard III. Bourque's carpet-bombing
approach may have secured him a nomination,
but only as the sole contender in violence design
within the catch-all "Artistic Specialty" divisiona category this year including creators of wigs,
puppets and screen projections, leading Bourque
to share his victory speech with Circle Theater's
Kevin Bellie in the only tied vote of the evening.
Those looking at the fortieth anniversary of the
Joseph Jefferson awards from a historical perspective
might also have acknowledged a long-term triumph
for the art of theatrical combat in the choice of
Richard Cotovsky, founder and artistic director of
Mary-Arrchie Theatre Company, as recipient of the
Lifetime Achievement award.
Mary-Arrchie's take-no-prisoners-pull-nopunches aesthetic has broadened over the years to
include more sophisticated social commentary, but
never has it ignored the significance ofphysical
conflict as an integral part of the human experience,
or its importance in conveying a story's underlying
emotional dynamics. For however long Cotovsky is
in charge, theatergoers looking for-well, a fight-can
be sure of finding a clean, safe, but never dull,
scrimmage in the Lakeview loft his company has
called home for over a quarter of a century.
scene

SMOKE 'EM IF YOU GOT 'EM
Rejoice, you Marlboro men, femme fatales,
evil generals, prisoners facing firing squads and
brandishers of wand-length baccy-holders! Theaters
are now taking advantage of a commercial invention
called the "electronic cigarette." Designed to
dispense the relevant chemicals to those desiring
them with no distress to those who don't, its

mechanism-packaged in a plastic replica filter-tip
casing-can be modified to expel water vapor not
unlike the "stage smoke" employed, in larger volume,
as a scenic element. With the addition of an

LED-

produced "burning" end, the fake smoke doesn't even
have to be inhaled, but can simply waft forth with no
danger to health or fire codes.

"Fight like a
pterodactyl, not
a tyrannosaurusltt
Nick Sandys
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